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Let

(1) /(f) = af + a0 + ai/l + ■ ■ ■ , a > 0,

map the exterior of the unit circle C onto the exterior of a simply-

connected domain B. It is part of a general theory (see e.g. [3]) that

the quantity 1/a can be identified with the transfinite diameter of B.

In particular, let Tn(z) be the polynomial of degree n with leading

coefficient 1 whose L°° norm over B, i.e. the maximum of whose

absolute value over B, is minimum. Then

lim (Mn)lln = a.
n-.oo

The object of this paper is to show that the last result holds true in

the case of domains with a Jordan boundary if we replace the minimal

polynomials in the L°° metric by those in any Lp metric, p~=2. Let

Qnv)(z) be the polynomial minimizing

(2) (ff \Qn(z)\*dxdy}  '

among all polynomials of degree n with leading coefficient 1, and

let X<f> be the L" norm of Q(^(z), i.e. the value of (2) for Qn = Q»).
Then lim„^w (X^')lln = a. After a preliminary lemma substantially

due to Carleman [2], we shall prove the result first for p = 2, and

then for 2<p< ».

Lemma. Let B have an analytic boundary. Then limn.M (\„2))lln=a.

Proof. Since Tn(z) is a competing polynomial in the L2 minimum

problem,

(3) (Xf)2 è ff I Tn(z) \2dxdy g Mi-A,

where A is the area of B, and

(4) lim sup (Xn )      g lim (Mn)     = a.
n—xx

On the other hand, since B has an analytic boundary, the function
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/(f) can be continued to be analytic and schlicht up to a circle yP1: | f |

=Pi<l. Let pi<p<l and let D be the annulus bounded by yp and

7i; furthermore, let/(D) be its image in B. Then

f f | Qn\z) l'dxdy fe   ff      I Q»2)W fd*áy
J  JB J  Jf(D)

(5)

Now Ç»)(z)=2n+ci3Tl-1+ • • • ,/(r)=ar+ao+ai/f+ • • • ; hence

er,[/(f)]/'(f) = an+v+í:íírí

and

(xf )' =  f f I a"+1r + ¿ W'   didt,
J  J D I j=l

/« 1 °o /» 1
r2»+i¿r _|_ 2ic2Z | 6/12 I    r2"-2>'+1d>

7TÖ2"+2
=- —T— (1 - Pw)-

n + 1

Since p<l, it follows that p2n+2->0, and lim infn^w (X¡,2))1/n 1= a. By

comparing (4) and (6) we see that lim,,..,, (X{,2))1/n exists and equals a.

Theorem 1. Let B be a simply-connected domain with a Jordan

boundary. Then lim,,..«, (X^2))1/n exists and equals a.\

Proof. Let B~2>B'. Then if Qf \z) is the L2 minimal polynomial over

B,

(7) [Xf (£)]'= jj | Qn(z) \2dxdy à //J Ö-« \*dxdy = [£ (3')]\

Hence

(8) lim sup [xf (U)]'7" = lim sup [xf (3')]1'";
n—» « n—» «

the same is true for lim inf, and lim if it exists. Thus, we see that

lim sup„^o [Xi2)(5)]1/n and lim infn^o \knz)iB)]Un are increasing set

functions. Now an arbitrary domain can be approximated from the

exterior by domains with analytic boundaries in such a way that the
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respective a(B)'s are arbitrarily close to each other; one needs only to

take level lines of the exterior mapping function. In the case of a

domain with a Jordan boundary, it follows from the Carathéodory

theory [l] that this is also true for interior approximation. Since the

transfinite diameter is also an increasing set function, it follows by ap-

proximation that lim (X^2))1/n exists and equals a in the case of an

arbitrary Jordan domain.

Theorem 2. Let Q„\z) be the polynomial of degree n with leading

coefficient 1 minimizing

(9) (J"/|ön(*)N*ay) '

and let \(nv) be the corresponding minimum value of (9). Then for any

p>2, lim,,,*, (\n))lln exists and equals a.

Proof. For any/(z) EL2 and Lp, p>2,we have

(10) ( ff | f(z) \2dxdyy* =(ff I /« I'dxdyJ ".

Therefore

Ça (// I QT(z) I'dxdyJ'2 = (ffB\ Q?\») \PdxdyyP = xT

and hence

(11) a = lim (xfV/ná Hm inf (xlPY/n.
n—* « n—* «

On the other hand,

(\(:Y^ff\Tn(z)\Pdxdy¿A[Mn]P,

where A is the area of B. Hence

(12) lim sup (X^V/n = lim (Jf„)1/n = a.
n—.»

Combining (11) and (12), we obtain that limn<00 (Xi,p))1/n exists and

equals a.
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